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Place

Sector
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Studio Design Director
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Project Contact
Nick Cooper

Key Consultants
Boaz & Ruth (owner)

Urban Core (contractor)

Integral Group (MEP)

Dunbar Milby Williams Pittman & Vaughan

(structural)

Timmons (civil + landscape)

HKS Design Green

Category
Architecture

Brownfield or Greenfield (choose one)
Brownfield

Urban or Suburban or Rural (choose one)
Urban

Total annual users by type (if applicable)
12,750 SF Flex space for Local Businesses on the 

First Floor; 20-30 living units above

Gross Conditioned Floor Area
26,725 sf.

Gross Un-Conditioned Floor Area
N/A

Annual hours of operation (if applicable)
N/A

Target EUI or LPD (interiors projects)
0-13 kBtu/SF/yr

Baseline EUI or LPD (interiors projects)
42 kBtu/SF/yr

ASHRAE Climate Zone (if applicable)
4A

Construction Cost (if applicable)
$3,250,000

Completion Date (if applicable)
Q1 2021

Performance-based Ratings Systems
Targets:

NZE

Well Certification

Fitwell

Peer awards targeted or won
Awarded:

Merit Award for Excellence in Contextual Design 

- AIA Virginia

Merit Award for Design Excellence

 - AIA Richmond

[3] AIA Richmond Lehmen Awards

AIA Virginia Architecture Exchange East 

- Regional Conference - Selected Program

Targets:

COTE Top 10

AIA National Design Award

#CitizenHKS

Re-Imagining
Benefield
Highland Park,

Richmond VA, USA



Measure 1 - Integration

The HOW
This project came to light as a result of our [7] year 
commitment to a non profit organization called Storefront 
for Community Design.   They improve the quality of life 
in the city of Richmond by facilitating access to planning 
& design resources.  Over the last [3] years specifically, the 
Richmond office has worked on concept designs for [3] 
unique clients across the city of Richmond during our 
Month of Service.  In 2018, we sat down with Storefront’s 
Executive Director to talk about aligning Storefront with 
Citizen HKS so that we could help transform people’s lives 
in a more meaningful way.

2018:
Re-Imagining Benefield was born.

2016: Storefront commits to the community 2017: Highland Park’s youth take a stand.

2018: CitizenHKS + Storefront Partnership

The WHY
An under-served community north of the city of 
Richmond facing poverty and crime with a severe 
generational gap looks to it’s youth and this project to be 
a catalyst for change and hope.  

The WHAT
Through a robust community engagment process and a 
unique live/work programmatic model that will incubate 
local businesses on the first floor and provide mixed 
income housing above, our project will be the new 
community center for Highland Park and be a model for 
similar transformations across the country.

+

1900: 
Highland Park

1978: 
Community is deteriorating

1964: 
An Ideal Community

2002: 
Boaz&Ruth is founded



The Path to NetZero:

Energy Efficiency Measures:

Measure 6 - Energy

Reimagining Benefield has high aspirations to be 
net zero. With this design directive, energy modeling 
throughout schematic design has been a priority. 
The target EUI for the project is 0 kBtu/SF-yr and the 
path to this target is defined and achievable. A key 
passive design strategy that has been explored in the 
façade articulation is natural ventilation. By having 
appropriately sized window openings, strategically 
placed operable windows and window contact sensors 
tying into the thermostat; the Richmond climate is 
conducive to use the exterior conditions to provide 
thermal comfort for the building without the use of 
mechanical systems for about 28% of the year; this is a 
strategy which can reduce the pEUI by 6 kBtu/SF-year. 
Additional large impact energy efficiency measures 
include: a DOAS with VRF units, 3,000 SF PV array, and 
LED lighting throughout with integrated daylight 
controls in community spaces. Given the uncertainty of 
how many of the proposed EEMs required to achieve 
net zero will be enabled at this point in the project a 
target range of 0 – 13 kBtu/SF-yr as a broader target for 
the pEUI compared to the CBECS 2003 baseline of 42 
kBtu/SF-yr; this is a 69-100% energy savings.

Partial Natural Ventilation Elevation:

East  SouthWest  

Partial Facade Articulation Recommendations:

Renewable Energy Recommendations:

Energy Modeling Analysis:

Natural Ventilation Potential:

Window Opening Area:

Solar Exposure Analysis:



Measure 2 - Community

Family. Affordable. Innovation. Equitable. These are key 
words that drove the design of the project. They are also 
the words emphasized by community members, most 
specifically members of the Highland Park neighborhood, 
in regards to the mixed-income housing being built. The 
mixed-income population, along with the collaborative 
working environment housed on the first-floor are 
significant contributors promoting social equity within 
the project. 
Community members have been an integral part of the 
design process since day one. It has been through town-
hall meets, workshops and personal interviews that the 
community has been able to voice its opinions, needs, 
and desires making it influential to the project. 
Building program catered specifically to the community’s 
needs and a defining building set back request 
[preserving the intimate scale of Meadowbridge Road]
were key design outcomes established by the community 
during the engagement process.

Highland Park’s Fall Festival: An Impromptu Talent Show  Community Work Shop: Prompts to promote dialogueCommunity Work Shop: Conducting  a SWOT analysis

Community Surveys: Gathering feedback from all stakeholders

Door to Door Interviews: Personal one on one feedback Community Work Shop + Tour: Understanding the context

Highland Park: The Community and People we are serving



Measure 5 - Economy

Re-imagining Benefield is being funded by local 
organizations for a nonprofit entity, thus is it of great 
importance that the project is economically responsible. 
For starters, the project will aim to preserve and reinforce 
the existing first floor structure. It will work with the 
local government to claim tax credits, and it will re-use 
materials found within the community contributing to 
the aesthetic nature of the neighborhood. 

Additionally, the project team has been conscious of time 
management, and has therefore been working as a single 
collective, - including the public, the owner, the architect, 
the engineers, and the performance consultants - from 
day one. This has promoted design efficiency, in turn 
benefiting the project expenditure.  All Consultants have 
offered at least 25%-50% of their fees as a Pro-bono 
service to the project.

Influence through Economy
As a result of this project, the Richmond office has been 
awarded a For profit residential project in Winchester 
proving that doing good IS good for business.

Measure 8 + 9 - Resources + Change

Using an existing collection of buildings as the bones of 
the first floor and the existing character of highland park 
to influence the addition, the ecosystem of the place will 
inform the design.   Adaptive Re-use in nature is the most 
resourceful approach to architecture you can take.

The project seeks to preserve 6 PIC in its entirety, 
but it integrates a maker space, a tenant/s, and most 
importantly a collaborative workshop space. This 
workshop will serve as hub between businesses working 
in the maker space, and those that are part of 6 PIC. The 
space will also be open to the community and promote 
mentorship between the youth and local business 
occupying the space and those working and practicing 
within the building. 

The Fundamental driver for the planning of the first floor 
was built on adaptation and growth for the future.  Both 
in terms of youth attaining business acumen but also in 
terms of spatial flexibility between what exists today and 
what we can only predict will happen tomorrow as what 
we define as successful retail will always evolve.

6 Points Innovation Center [6PIC]:

6PIC is the 4,000 SF Southern tip of the Benefield 
building currently renovated that exists as a collection 
of nonprofits supporting a safe, fully programmed 
youth center where neighborhood youth have access to 
innovative programs in advocacy, art, green construction, 
education, career development and success.

Re-Imagining Benefield 
First Floor Renovation Scope

City Builders: Growing Urban Youth Leaders

Blackademic: Connecting Youth with Education

Existing State along Meadowbridge Road:



Influence Through Community:
[4] Open Community Workshops
[3] B&R Board Meetings 
[3] full day videography
 [for support in Capital Campaigning]
[2] Community Surveys
[2] Door to Door full day interviews
[1 ] SWOT Analysis
[1] Community Festival
[155] HKS Community Engagement Hours

=
[1] Highland Park Community Influenced

*Re-Imagining Benefield
Designed BY the people of Highland Park
FOR the people of Highland Park

*SD Complete
Capital Campaigning phase currently ongoing
Permit Set and ground breaking targeted for Q1 2020

Carl Elefante, FAIA:                 2017 President of the AIA
2019 AIA Richmond Design Awards Jury Chair :

“Re-Imagining Benefield was a project that stood out for 
engaging the neighborhood in positive discourse on its 
future, helping to give voice to community concerns, and 
translating problems into concrete and lasting solutions. 
Clearly the architectural team brought a high level of 
passion and commitment to making a difference.”



Site Description:

Highland Park is four miles Northeast of Downtown 
Richmond.  The project itself is sited on the corner and 
at the convergence of six points [The South Tip of Our 
Building is considered the 6 Points Innovation Center] 
and in the middle of the Commercial Area Improvement 
Plan as a gateway into a larger commercial/community 
corridor for Highland Park and will be the catalyst 
for future growth and opportunity. Newly zoned for 
UBPE8 [Urban Business District Parking Exempt], it was 
important to maximize the development area but also 
be responsive to the context, resulting in stepping back 
the multi floor residential addition to the NorthEast 
reinforcing a comfortable human scale and edge along 
MeadowBridge Road. 

Highland Park 
Commercial Area Improvement Plan

Benefield

N



Meadowbridge\ 2nd Ave

Macro Vision - Benefield as the Catalyst for Highland Park’s Growth: Macro Vision - Existing State



Ground Level - Initial Concept

Ground Level - Existing State

6PIC]

Re-Imagining Benefield 

generational gap[JEWEL]
Establishing a new main entry and 
celebrating Benefield’s legacy and 
rich history [feature wall element]

[EDGE]
new rentable area is attainable 
by capturing the property edge.

[RENTABLE SPACE]
Single tenant leasable space 
that can generate revenue and 
provide employment



OB2 OB3 OB4

Interior Design Framework of Flexibility:
The design aims to reuse the existing first floor space 
and preserve the rich historical 1920’s Spanish Art Deco 
elevation as the front door to the Community Center.  
Creating synergies and connectivity with the 6 Points 
Innovation Center adjacent to us was an important driver 
to bridge the generational gap through mentoring 
Highland Park’s  youth  through  the  white  box  testing 
space.  Important design features are the iconic connecting 
stair, the simple A frame residential vernacular, second 
floor community garden, outdoor plaza, community flex 
space, food, solar and water harvesting elements, and 
the “jewel” [feature wall element to be curated by the 
community] which celebrates the rich black history at 
Highland Park.
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Ground Level - Refined Plan

1 URBAN ROOM
2 RECEPTION
3 STAIR 1
4 6 PIC
5 WHITE BOX/ MAKER SPACE
6 LARGE CONFERENCE 
7 SMALL CONFRERENCE
8 FLEX SPACE
9 KITCHEN
10 STAIR 2
11 TENANT
12 STORYTELLING WALL



Level  2 - Initial Concept

WELLNESS CENTER

shared communal 
and living spaces 
promoting a deeper 
sense of community  
for a specific number 
of units

[HEALTH CENTER]
A wellness center aimed 
at providing mental and 
physical health services 
including yoga and 
counseling

[WELLNESS STAIR]
Open stair promoting an 
active and healthy living 
choice as the front and 
center vertical circulation 
option



Level  3 - Refined PlanLevel  2 - Refined Plan

Refining the Residential Plans
In developing the residential plans from concepts to 
schematic design, the convergence of economics [a more 
efficient floor plate], simple massing [more conducive to 
reaching NZE] and community feedback [Meadowbridge 
Road urban scale] has led to smaller SF/Unit averages 
which better aligns to the market of the community.

Optional 2nd Floor Density
In preparing for multiple outcomes of the Capital 
Campaign, we have designed the 2nd floor’s East Leg to 
be adaptable easily adding units creating more rentable 
income or allowing for more farming yield for the 
building occupants and community.



ma terial 
r ese ar ch

Contextual Design - Aesthetics and Beauty
Largely residential in character, this neighborhood 
is home to the largest collection of Queen Anne 
architecture-style homes within Richmond. It has 
a bold, and colorful character evident through 
the materials and architectural ornamentation 
found all throughout the area. It is one of the main 
project goals to preserve, and to celebrate the most 
historical part of the existing buildings – a 1920’s 
Spanish Art Deco façade. The façade will serve as a 
transition between old to new, and allow the owner 
to claim historical tax credits. 



WEST ELEVATION

SOUTH ELEVATION NORTH ELEVATION

EAST ELEVATION



Live/Work Community Center of Highland Park



6 Points Current State



6 Points Re-imagined



Meadowbridge Road Current State



Meadowbridge Road Re-imagined



Perspectives Re-imagined



Re-imagining Benefield as a Catalyst for Hope


